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Abstract— A computer network is a self-configuring network 

of hosts connected by links which together form a random 

topology. Spanning Tree protocol enabled switches go over a 

root election procedure grounded on Bridge Protocol Data 

Unit (BPDU). All supplementary switches then figure the 

shortest, lower cost path to the root switch and block ports 

that are not lengthwise these shortest paths, ensuing in a loop-

free, tree-based topology. Deprived of a protocol such as 
Spanning Tree, Layer 2 bridged networks are vulnerable to 

broadcast/multicast and/or unidentified unicast storms. Rapid 

spanning tree protocol is extended version of original 

spanning tree protocol but little more features as compared to 

spanning tree. In this we have discussed the overall features 

of spanning tree and Rapid spanning tree protocol. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A switch is a networking factor which ahead frames based on 

layer 2 MAC address and attaches the numerous devices like 

servers, computers and etc. in a structure with RJ45 and SFP 

(Small form-factor pluggable) modules. Switches allow well-

organized communication among devices, lessening the 

expanse of broadcast traffic. They are extensively used in the 

commercial world as they increase output of employees and 

save money. A hub is likewise a networking component, 

which can also be used for information transfers, but the hub 

and switch vary in the way they send information to the linked 

devices. The hub spreads data to every device, which surges 
network traffic and diminishes the throughput of the data 

promoting. Every device associated to the hub needs to 

strainer the incoming packets and allow packets which are 

envisioned for networking devices only. The switch crams the 

MAC (Media Access Control) address of the devices linked 

to each port and save them in MAC tables. When a switch 

accepts a packet, it records the MAC address against that 

specific port and checks for the terminus MAC address. Thus, 

switches upsurge the productivity of the network by 

plummeting broadcast traffic. When a packet is imaginary to 

be sent out from a cause to a destination, it checks for the 
terminus MAC address port in the MAC table. If the terminus 

MAC address is obtainable in the MAC table of the switch, 

then the switch headlongs the packets to the port mapped with 

the terminus. If the terminus MAC address is not logged in 

the switch’s MAC table, then the packet is spreads 

(broadcasted) to all the port of the switch excluding to the port 

from which that pack is received. 

The Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) delivers network 

link severance so that a Layer 2 switched network can 

improve from letdowns without involvement in a timely 

manner. The STP is demarcated in the IEEE 802.1D standard. 

in shared enterprise networks and how to organize EX Series 
switches in a varied environment with Juniper Networks MX 

Series 3D Universal Edge Routers and Cisco switches. 

STP is connected among all connected switches on 

a network. Respectively each switch performs the Spanning 

Tree Algorithm based on info received from other 

neighbouring switches. The algorithm selects a orientation 

point in the network and computes all the redundant paths to 

that orientation point. When terminated paths are found, the 

Spanning Tree Procedure choices one path by which to 

onward edges and incapacitates, or chunks, advancing on the 
other redundant paths. For example, consider the figure 

lower. Switch A needs to send a packet to switch B. Switch 

A leads its packet to Switch 1. Since switch1 does not partake 

that MAC address of terminus, it transmissions the packet to 

all its ports, excluding to the sender (switch A) from which 

the packet is established. Switch 2 and switch 3 likewise 

transmission the packet, as they do not have that terminus 

MAC address in their MAC tables. 

 
Switch 4 obtains packets from switch 3 and switches 

2 and communicates them to switch B. In this case, switch 3 

directs that packet to switch 2 and vice versa. After getting 

the packet from switch 3, switch 2 conveys it to all its ports 

as well as switch  1, without switch 3. Switch 3 too sends the 

packet to all its ports excluding switch 2. This procedure 

continues and outcomes in conveying the same packet 

multiple times to the destination and boundless loop 

formation between switch 1, switch 2 and switch 3.To avoid 

loop formation, STP (Spanning Tree Protocol) derived into 

the picture. When numerous switches are linked to each other 

then STP (Spanning tree protocol) assistances to avoid loop 
formation with BPDU (Bridge protocol data unit) messages. 

BPDU posts are swapped between switches, and have 

comprehensive information of switch such as the MAC 

address, price of link, importance and so on. BPDU's 

assistance switches to classify probable loop creation. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The authors[1] clarified a changed way to select STP 
(Spanning Tree Protocol) in a computer network, which is 

more operative as metro Ethernet has dissimilar supplies 

compared to LANs. This does not substitute STP but is as 
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STP match. The authors clarified that Metro Ethernet LAN 

need functionalities of traffic engineering, charge control and 

improved QOS (Quality of service). Load balancing is the 
task achieved by traffic engineering. IEEE STP safeguards a 

loop free network with plummeting the network topology and 

delivers a single path from one node to any additional node 

in the network. This consequences in no load balancing and 

very slow retrieval if network nose-dives. RSTP came into 

being to overcome the problematic of slow retrieval but RSTP 

lacks in load balancing.  

The Authors[2] clarified the security issues in STP 

and an answer for shield the STP organize from security 

assaults. This paper clarifies an answer for security issues in 

STP (Spanning Tree Protocol). The disadvantages of STP 

running switches are, they transmit BPDU (Bridge Protocol 
Data Units) messages, which are not authenticated, STP 

combination is moderate, the job of root isn't appropriately 

characterized and the system is mind boggling. In this way, 

with every one of these downsides, STP running switches can 

be effectively assaulted (Cisco innovation, 2010). The 

arrangement is to parcel the system into levels, for example, 

higher level (STP organize framework) and lower level 

(associated with client gadgets) changing systems to conceal 

STP tasks from the lower level system. 

The authors[3] clarified an optimization system, 

which works more proficiently on data centres than using 
STP (Spanning Tree Protocol) for broadcast of data. The 

dimensions of data centre increase broadly as they play a key 

part for the Internet. Their size and the number of servers 

upsurge quickly. Data centres are mostly used for calculation 

or for the Internet services; lengthways with this they support 

many applications concurrently. These data centres are built 

with Ethernet switch networks that use STP. But STP is not 

well-organized in case of switch/network disappointment, 

thus RSTP is used for fast junction of an alternate tree. State 

University of New York Polytechnic Institute 38 STP chunks 

the links that are not designated in a spanning tree. Data 

centres are alienated into many VLANs; the idea overdue 
VLANs is separation between users. Servers can connect only 

if they are in the same VLAN. MSTP (Multiple Spanning 

Tree Protocol) is a postponement of STP that ropes many 

spanning trees in a single topology. With MSTP, VLANs can 

feast over dissimilar switches and links in diverse spanning 

trees. MSTP practices are links than STP and can calculate 

only among 16 STPs and VLANs in those STPs; thus, MSTP 

is not well-organized in handling traffic in data centres, which 

have many switches and spanning trees. This is a drawback 

for handling the traffic in a network topology. 

III. SPANNING TREE PROTOCOL 

In computer network topology, Spanning Tree Protocol 

primarily selects its root bridge grounded on the significance 

value; the switch taking lowest priority will be the root bridge 

and if switches have similar priority values then they go with 

the switch partaking the lowest MAC address. Then root ports 

are designated with the link path cost; the port with the link 

partaking the lowest path cost will be designated as the root 

port and other end of the link is designated as the designated 
port. If the links have identical path cost, then port consuming 

the lowest priority is selected as the root port and the 

supplementary port is blocked. In a switch only one port is 

the root port, but any other of ports can be designated ports. 

With this process of choosing root bridge and ports like root 
port, designated port and blocked port Spanning Tree 

Protocol generates a loop permitted network topology. Bridge 

Protocol Data Unit plays a chief role in selecting Root Bridge 

as it holds all the information about the specific switch, which 

mostly helps in leading elections and choosing Root Bridge 

and ports. For each VLAN, STP can hand-picked a root 

bridge. 

Spanning Tree Protocol, the first form of STP 

(inheritance STP) just backings a solitary case of Spanning 

Tree in a connected network, ordinarily alluded to as 

Common Spanning Tree (CST). On 802.1Q trunks that 

convey numerous VLANs, one VLAN—generally default or 
VLAN 1—will direct the sending topology for all different 

VLANs. In STP, when a port is empowered or there is any 

adjustment in the STP topology, it can take as long as 50 

seconds (MAX_Age + 2 x FWD_Delay, with default clocks) 

for the connected system to recon skirt. STP is imparted 

among every single associated switch on a system. Each 

switch executes the Spanning Tree Algorithm dependent on 

data got from other neighboring switches. The calculation 

picks a reference point in the system and computes all the 

excess ways to that reference point. At the point when excess 

ways are discovered, the Spanning Tree Algorithm picks one 
way by which to advance casings and handicaps, or squares, 

sending on the other repetitive paths. The below figure shows 

a spanning tree protocol topology. 

 

 Spanning tree Protocol States 

There are 5 states in spanning tree protocol topology they are 

Disabled, Blocking, Listening, Learning and Forwarding 

state. 

 Disabled:  

Ports that are officially closed somewhere around the network 

director, or by the framework in light of an issue condition, 

are in the Disabled state. This state is exceptional and isn't a 

piece of the typical STP movement for a port. 

 Blocking:  

After a port introduces, it starts in the Blocking state with the 
goal that no bridging loop can shape. In the Blocking state, a 

port can't get or transmit information and can't add MAC 

adress to its location table. Rather, a port is permitted to get 

just BPDUs with the goal that the switch can get notification 

from other neighboring switches. Furthermore, ports that are 
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put into backup mode to expel a connecting circle enter the 

Blocking state. 

 Listening:  
A port is moved from Blocking to Listening if the switch feels 

that the port can be chosen as a Root Port or Designated Port. 

At the end of the day, the port is en route to start sending 

traffic. In the Listening state, the port still can't send or on the 

other hand get information outlines. In any case, the port is 

permitted to get and send BPDUs with the goal that it 

effectively can partake in the Spanning Tree topology 

process. Here, the port at long last is permitted to turn into a 

Root Port or Designated Port on the grounds that the switch 

can publicize the port by sending BPDUs to different 

switches. In the event that the port loses its Root Port or 

Designated Port status, it comes back to the Blocking state. 
 Learning:  

After a timeframe called the Forward Postponement in the 

Listening state, the port is permitted to move into the 

Learning state. The port still sends and gets BPDUs as in the 

past. Furthermore, the switch now can adapt new MAC 

delivers to add to its location table. This gives the port an 

additional time of quiet investment and enables the change to 

gather in any event some location table data. The port can't 

yet send any information outlines, be that as it may. 

 Forwarding:  

After another Forward Delay time of time in the Learning 
state, the port is permitted to move into the Forwarding state. 

The port presently can send and get information outlines, 

gather MAC addresses in its address table, and send and get 

BPDUs. The port is presently a completely working switch 

port inside the spreading over tree topology. 

IV. RAPID SPANNING TREE PROTOCOL 

This is IEEE 802.1w standard. If a switch port is connected 

with a user device like a computer, the user device cannot 
form loops and so we can skip listening and learning time 

(30sec). In the spanning tree port, user devices like personal 

computers will boot fast than the time taken for the ports to 

pass all spanning tree states, which may lead to DHCP 

timeout. DHCP gives an IP address for the devices 

dynamically; time outs result in no IP address for the user 

device. Thirty (30) seconds is the time taken for both listening 

and learning states; we can skip these two states with RSTP. 

No data is transmitted or received till the port reaches 

forwarding state. This is the problem with STP. RSTP helps 

to skip states and changes the port to forward state if the port 
is connected to a user device. RSTP changes the port blocking 

state into forward state in minimum time, thus the 

convergence time is reduced and communication time will 

never change with STP/RSTP. RSTP takes a few seconds to 

change blocking state to forwarding state of a port. RSTP 

changes its port's states to discarding, learning and 

forwarding states. Discarding state is the state, which has 

disabled, blocking and listening states in STP. 

In the event that a switch port is associated with a 

client gadget like a PC, the client gadget can't form loops thus 

we can skip listening in and learning time (30sec). In the 

spanning tree port, client gadgets like PCs will boot quick 
than the time taken for the ports to pass all crossing tree states, 

which may prompt DHCP break. DHCP gives an IP address 

for the gadgets powerfully; breaks bring about no IP address 

for the client gadget. Thirty (30) seconds is the time taken for 

both listening in and learning states; we can skirt these two 
states with RSTP. No information is transmitted or gotten till 

the port achieves sending state. This is the issue with STP. 

RSTP skips states. what's more, changes the port to advance 

state if the port is associated with a client gadget. RSTP 

changes the port blocking state into forward state in least 

time, subsequently the intermingling time is diminished and 

correspondence time will never show signs of change with 

STP/RSTP. RSTP takes a couple of moments to change 

blocking state to sending condition of a port. RSTP changes 

its port's states to disposing of, learning and sending states. 

Disposing of state is the state, which has handicapped, 

blocking and listening states in STP. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) is a network protocol that 

functions on the data link layer of the OSI model. There are 

two forms of the protocol that are not likeminded with each 

other, the original version standard by the IEEE, and the 

second which is the one commonly used (RSTP) today. This 

protocol is see-through to the host user, and provides a best 
communication channel between hosts on a network. STP 

uses the spanning tree algorithm to configure the switch ports 

to form hierarchical network topology that prevents the 

formation of loops, which rise due to the being of redundant 

links. STP connects consequently enact certain interfaces and 

square excess physical ways to guarantee a solitary consistent 

way in any setup of extensions; this guarantees a circle free 

topology. A port is considered blocked when system traffic 

can't get in or out. RSTP keeps up a significant part of the 

phrasing and most STP parameters are unaltered. It utilizes 

the same BPDU organization with the exception of that the 

variant field is set to 2 to demonstrate that RSTP. This 
protocol oversees repetitive connections, altogether lessening 

the season of combination of the system topology when there 

are any progressions or after a disappointment or during 

recuperation from a switch port or connection.  
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